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1. Nut that grows on the state tree of Texas
3. An animal that says 'oink'
7. Small mammal that lives underground in 

a group called “a town”
8. Black and white animal that sprays a 
 smelly liquid  
12. Texas has more than 12 million of these 

large animals that say 'moo'
13. Males are called toms and females are 

hens
14. Crop that produces a red fruit, used in 

salsa, pasta sauce, and as a hamburger 
topping

15. The Mexican free-tailed breed of this 
animal is the state flying mammal of 
Texas

16. Crop that produces a yellow vegetable
18. Brown animal, males have antlers

2. Females of this animal lay eggs
4. The state small mammal of Texas that

has a hard shell 
5. A sour, orange fruit
6. Large animal that says 'neigh' and can

be ridden
9. Crop used to make clothes, money, and food
10. Golden brown crop used to make bread, 

flour, and noodles
11. Animal covered in 

wool that says 'baa'
17. Small, white grain 

grown in a flooded 
field

ACROSS DOWN

ARMADILLO • BAT • CHICKEN • CORN • COTTON
COW • DEER • GOAT • GRAPEFRUIT • HORSE

MOCKINGBIRD • PECAN • PIG • PRAIRIE DOG • RICE 
SHEEP • SKUNK • TOMATO • TURKEY • WHEAT

Using the Texas objects in the word bank below, complete 
the crossword puzzle by filling in a word that fits each clue.

Big Tex Urban Farms has been growing 
fresh fruits and vegetables since 2016. 
More than 929,000 servings of food 
have now been provided to the local 

community by Big Tex Urban Farms 
since 2017. That amounts to more 
than 88,000 pounds of fruit and 
vegetables.


